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A RATING SYSTEM FOR .INTENSIVE, HERBICIDE SCREENING TRIALS
This system -is intended for use, in pre emergent weed control
trials where.more than one weed species is being studied. Its
application is in the study of individual species control and
not in overall control evaluation.
In vegetable production we are faced with a great diversifi-

cation of_weed species,' crop species and varieties -, climatic
variations,, and soil types. There is a continual-stream of
herbicides which are worthyof screening., .In all, this poses
a great manpower, requirement if we are to make effective'progress.
.In basic screening work and in early specific trial work where

many treatments and rates are used, there is a definite place for
a visual rating system.
Two factors - population-and vigour - are independently rated

and combined to give-a- single figure as outlined below:

Rating System

10 As control
9.- Large number -
8. Medium number
7 Small number -
6 Large number -
5 Medium number'
4 Small number -
3 Large number -
2 Medium number
1. Small number -
O Absent

slightly retarded
_slightly retarded
slightly retarded
.medium retarded
medium retarded
medium retarded
severely retarded
severely retarded-
severely retarded

,The following standards are given for the ratings:

. Weed Population

Small - <20% of population in control plots
Medium - 20 -60% of population in control plots
Large 60 -100% of population in control plots

Weed - Vigour Retardation

Severe < 5% of average plant bulk in control plots
Medium - 5 -50% of average plant bulk in control plots
Slight 50 -100% of average plant bulk in control plots

The system is dependent on the use of a high proportion of
control plots in relation tò datum plots. Results are recorded
as a visual comparison between the datum plot and the nearest
control plot.
.A theoretical assessment of this rating system indicates that
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weed competition would increase as ratings rise from O to 10.
This is not a straight -line relation, neither can its units be
converted to a_percentage control merely by multiplying_by the
factor ' 10' .

It is considered that competition exerted by the weeds in
ratings O to 4 is slight and could be taken as within commercial
control. Beyond this point, competition increases sharply,
levelling-off at S, '9, and. 10.

To plot the relative competition exerted at each given rating
would be very difficult, or impossible, because of the inability
to maintain the weed growth of the different species at a
constant size standard. Should -this relation be achieved, it
would vary for each weed species. -Hence the rating system should
be used to state the physical status of the weed at the time of
evaluation, not as a competitive factor.
The points in favoúr of this rating system are:
1. The results of the dual rating of population and vigour

closely approximate those obtained from the more accurate
method of recording plant growth, counts, and weights.

2. The rating system is based on two factors, each factor
being divided into three categories.

Hence the visual decision is into only three basic categories
as opposed to ten in other systems having ten ratings. The error
in recording therefore must be greatly reduced. The combination
of the two factors gives nine ratings.
A problem arises in thè application of this rating system.

Where you have within one plot a 'small number' of plants of a
given species only 'medium retarded', while there are also a
'medium number', 'severely retarded', the question is what rating,
4 or 2, is to be recorded? The principle of the 'chain being as
strong as its weakest link' is adopted and 4 is recorded.
This rating system cannot replace dry weights and counts for

accuracy. However, because-of the low manpower requirement, full
attention can be applied to, individual weed species control,
where say 10 species are being studied under the effect of 20
chemicals each at a range of rates in a replicated trial.
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A LEAF AREA ESTIMATE FOR PLANT COMPETITION STUDIES
The dry weight increase of a weed species over a given period
will represent the demand made on environmental resources. It
is a useful measurement in competition studies, particularly if
a non - destructive estimate can be obtained. Weed density has


